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About GeoAfrikana
My name is Olagunju Nasiru Adebayo , CEO
of GeoAfrikana. Thanks for contacting
GeoAfrikana for your GIS analysis.

I know this means you have a lot of
confidence in us for getting your GIS analysis
done accurately.
God-willing, I hope to preserve that
confidence, and get you the output of your
heart desire.
I will be happy to be your GIS analyst.

About this PDF:
Here, I want to show you the GIS analysis
process. It is important you read this before
we proceed with your analysis.

PDF

Let’s Start...
Our GIS Analysis Process

Let’s Start

The GIS Analysis Process
For a successful GIS analysis, the client and the analyst must work cooperatively. You
will need to provide me some necessary information to work with. This will enable
me to know exactly what you need and like. The more I know about you and your
project, the better the service I can render to you.
If you cooperate with me in the GIS analysis process, a fitting output for your project
should be ready in 2 weeks maximally – We can guarantee the Analysis output will fit
your project like a second skin!

STEP 1: GIVE A BRIEF
You will need to tell me all about the research we are doing a GIS analysis for. This is highly
important.
Analysis can be very discriminatory, the model that yields a nice output for this research may
yield an ugly output for another project. Even on the same dataset.

I will need to know for example:
1. Why you chose the project topic*
2. How the data was collected (if it has)
3. What question(s) or problem(s) you’re trying to solve with your project
3. Your faculty and department
4. Background knowledge of your study area**
5. What format(s) you want your output in
* This will enable me to know the format of preparing it that will be best suited for your intended use(s).
**This may not be necessary, but it may be useful if the client wants the output map to intuitive colours that their audience can relate to.

STEP 2: Get a Quote
Once you’ve provided me the information I need, I’ll make my research.
Then I’ll send you a quote that explains the process I’ll follow and your bill.

STEP 3: Data Collection
Now I’ll request for your data. If you’re yet to collect it, I’ll give you guidance on how best to do it.
However, my advice will be inclined to the GIS analysis aspect of your project.
Please note that the advice (or order) of your supervisor is supreme.

STEP 4: I’ll run your analysis and present
sample output
Based on how you have described the project I’ll design a model and create a sample output. Then I’ll send a PNG
or JPG version of the output to you.

*I am professionally bounded to advise you during the GIS analysis process.
**All samples I present to you are my intellectual property until payment.

See an example

STEP 5: Payment
After, you have reviewed the sample output, I will be glad to accept payment, so we can swiftly
proceed to the next stages. This is when your analysis begins to take on its final form!

STEP 6: Revision
After you have reviewed the sample output, it is time for revisions! Revision means adjustment or
modification to the sample output. This could be in the layer ordering, colouring etc.
I will give you three free revisions on your sample output. Any other modification after these will
be charged for at a token, or alternatively, you can simply pay for a fresh model.

STEP 7: Receive your package
Congratulations, you have successfully solved a spatial problem.

At this step, you will send me the email where I will mail the output in the formats you
mentioned in step 1.
Please know that I can only know the best formats suited for your use if you tell me that
during Step 1. So please, do not hold information like this back during that step.

STEP 8: Your analysis is all yours
The output files now belong fully to you.

You are advised to keep them to yourself as much as possible or show them to only people you
trust- to avoid theft.

Permissions
I hope you will permit me to use your maps and output files in my own portfolio as examples of
my completed projects? I may also use them for teaching and explanatory purposes.
I’d be glad to get a couple of words of satisfaction from you. I can use this as testimonial in my
ads.
Unless you otherwise clearly wished and stated it, my status as, and the right to claim I am the
person who did your analysis originally never changes.
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